February News – Lessons, Growth & Changes Ahead
Knowledge is power and sometimes that power is used for greed.

The most

recent example occurred in our industry when a suspect group of burglars
successfully broke into a credit union in California. Reports allege that the thieves
entered the branch through the ATM room ceiling by cutting a hole in the roof. From
there they quickly disabled the video surveillance and alarm system.

How did they proceed to rob the site without getting caught?
In this type of intrusion alarms would activate, however police would typically only survey the outside
perimeter of the building. Since they would be unlikely to see any signs of break in and no visible
threat, they leave the site concluding the instance was a false alarm. At that point the intruders have
the rest of the evening to rob the branch. How could this have been prevented?
NSE utilizes specific detection equipment placed in areas that would only be disrupted by this
type of forced entry. NSE alarm configuration experts have been addressing a threat of this
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unique, it is no match for our expertise.
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Here Comes ISC West Let the countdown begin! Representatives from
NSE are looking forward to ISC West for many reasons. With over 30,000 security
professionals attending every year, ISC West is THE largest converged security
industry trade show in the U.S. NSE focuses on the new products and
technologies encompassing everything from access control to drones & robotics
from over 1,000 exhibitors and brands. Are you attending this year?
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Notice of Product Discontinuance
DMP has confirmed that their System Link end-user management software will be discontinued at the end of this
year effective December 31, 2020. There are two recommended options - Virtual Keypad Access and Entré.

This cloud-based interface offers the same flexibility to
manage system users, schedules, holiday dates,
profiles as System Link and so much more. Remotely
manage your systems with Virtual Keypad Access or
NSE can manage it for you!

Entré gives you fast, simple point-and-click control over
all aspects of your security system. Entré features an
intuitive user interface for system monitoring and control.
Depending on the type of facility or organization, there is
a version of Entré that is tailored to fit your needs.

If you have any questions on this discontinuance or interest in the Virtual Keypad or Entré, NSE experts are ready to help.
Call us at 855-673-4621 or email at sales@nse-corp.com
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